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An attempt was made to find the very neutron-rich isotope26O among the fragmentation products of a 90
MeV/nucleon 40Ar beam. This isotope has been predicted to be bound but was not observed in a prev
experiment by Guillemaud-Muelleret al.As part of the search, the momentum distributions of all the oxyge
isotopes in the range from17O to 24O were carefully determined so that the optimum separator setting f
26O could be used. From an extrapolation of the counting rates of the lighter oxygen isotopes, we expec
observe several hundred events of26O during the measurement. However, no events could be attributed
26O, thus indicating the particle instability of this isotope. The results for the production cross sections o
neutron-rich isotopes, ranging from38P to 11B, are presented and compared to predictions.

PACS number~s!: 27.30.1t, 25.70.Mn, 21.10.Dr
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I. INTRODUCTION

The exact locations of the boundaries of particle stabil
the so-called driplines, are interesting from an experimen
as well as from a theoretical standpoint. Many theoreti
models, both macroscopic and microscopic, predict
ground state masses as well as the one- and two-par
separation energies, and also predict the driplines. The e
location of the neutron dripline is only known experime
tally for the lightest elements and, therefore, experimen
studies to establish the limits of particle stability remain im
portant. The nuclei close to the driplines are also of parti
lar interest as they should show some unique properties
to their very small one- or two-particle separation energi
This is especially true on the neutron-rich side, where
influence of the Coulomb force on the mean field is small.
an example,11Li has a very large nuclear matter radius th
has been interpreted as evidence for a halo structure.
expected that many more of these one- and two-neutron
nuclei will be found as one approaches the limits of parti
stability.

Some disagreement, particularly in the sodium region,
tween the experimentally determined values and the theo
cal estimates for the binding energies of the most neutr
rich isotopes has been noted by several authors@1,2#. With
the use of large scale computer codes the disagreemen
lessened in recent years, although there are still severa
gions where the models do not agree with the experime
findings or with each other. The predictions of several mo
els for the particle stability of26O can be summarized in
terms of the binding energy curves for oxygen isotop
shown in Fig. 1. The experimental data~solid circles! are
compared with several predictions: the global prediction

*Present address: Gesellschaft fu¨r Schwerionenforschung
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Möller and Nix @3# ~MN! and two different shell-model cal-
culations, labeled asW-WBMB andSDPOTA. W refers to
Wildenthal’s USD interaction@4# obtained from a fit of the
two-body matrix elements to binding energy and excitatio
energy data in the 0s1d shell (N,Z58,20!. SDPOTA@6# is
a more recent interaction obtained from a fit of density
dependent one-boson exchange potential strengths to
same set of energy data.W has effectively 47 parameters
whereasSDPOTA is more constrained with 14 potential
strength and three single-particle energy parameters.WBMB
is an addition and extension ofW into the f p shell @5#. Both
W andSDPOTAdo about equally well in reproducing the
known experimental binding energies of the oxygen isotope

The global model of Mo¨ller and Nix predicts26O and
even the doubly magic nucleus28O to be stable, while the
global systematics by Audi and Wapstra@7# predict 24O as
the heaviest bound oxygen isotope with26O unbound by 50
keV. The W-WBMB calculations also predict26O to be
bound by about 1 MeV. TheSDPOTAcalculation, on the
other hand, predicts26O to be unbound, but only by 20 keV.
These differences are an indication of the rather large mod
dependence which exists in the theoretical extrapolation
the most exotic nuclei. The odd-even nuclei25,27O are
known to be unbound against one neutron decay@7#, in
agreement with all of the model calculations.

The difficulty of predicting the binding energies of the
heaviest oxygen isotopes, for both global- and shell-mod
calculations, can be easily understood in the simplej -j cou-
pling limit. In Fig. 2 the effective neutron separation energ
(Sn) is shown as a function of neutron number. As can b
clearly seen,Sn changes slowly with neutron number due to
the relatively weak average interaction between the valen
neutrons. BetweenN58 and 14, the neutrons fill thed5/2
orbit, which is bound by about 4 MeV. This, together with
the attractive pairing energy, provides the sharp increase
binding energy observed betweenN58 andN514. AtN515
647 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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and 16 the neutrons fill thes1/2 orbit which is less bound than
the d5/2. Thus one sees a smaller increase in the bind
energy at this point. FromN516 up to 20 the neutrons fill
thed3/2 orbit which has close to zero binding energy, and t
total binding energy curve becomes flat. This slow change
separation energy with the neutron number leads to difficu
predicting whether a nucleus is bound or unbound. Beyo
N520 the neutrons have to go into the next major sh
(p f orbits! which are unbound, hence the binding energ
curve decreases beyond this point.

Figure 3 shows the two-neutron separation energies
the known isotopes in this region from the compilation o
Audi and Wapstra@7#. As clearly shown in this figure, all the

FIG. 1. Measured binding energies of the ground states of o
gen isotopes~solid circles! compared to several model prediction
~solid lines!. For display purposes 10 MeV has been added to t
W-WBMB comparison and 20 MeV to theSDPOTAcomparison.

FIG. 2. The effective neutron separation energy as a function
neutron number according to the shell-model calculations.
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elements near oxygen have several bound isotopes with t
neutron separation energies that are much smaller than
of 24O. The heaviest experimentally known oxygen isotop
is 24O, and a previous attempt to synthesize26O using a
48Ca beam was not successful@2#. In the present work a new
investigation of the particle stability of26O was carried out
with greater sensitivity than that previously employed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A 90 MeV/nucleon40Ar beam from the K1200 cyclotron
at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory irr
diated a 190 mg/cm2 9Be target located at the medium ac
ceptance target position of the A1200 fragment separator@8#.
The average beam intensity, using the superconducting E
ion source, was about 20 pnA. The momentum acceptanc
the A1200 was61.5% and the angular acceptances we
610 mrad inu and620 mrad inf. The experimental setup
and analysis procedures used for this experiment were si
lar to those described in Ref.@9# and will only be briefly
described. The time of flight for each particle was measur
over the 14 m flight path between a plastic scintillator lo
cated at the first dispersive image and a semiconductor
tector located at the focal plane of the A1200. The magne
rigidity of each particle (Br), which is linearly related to its
momentum, was obtained by combining a position measu
ment, using parallel plate avalanche counters, at the sec
dispersive image of the separator with NMR measureme
of the A1200 dipole fields. The reaction products th
reached the A1200 focal plane were implanted into a fou
element silicon detector telescope. The telescope consiste
two thin ~100 and 75mm! DE and two thicker~500 and
1000mm! E detectors, each with a 300 mm2 active area.
The simultaneous measurements ofDE-E, the magnetic ri-
gidity, and the time of flight for each particle provided a
unambiguous identification of the atomic number, char
state, and mass of the produced fragments.
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FIG. 3. Two-neutron separation energies for various light is
topes as given by Ref.@7#. The solid circles indicate measured
values, whereas the open circles show estimates from systema
~see Ref.@7# for details! for isotopes that are known to exist, but fo
which no direct mass measurement has been performed.
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53 649NEW SEARCH FOR26O
The relative beam current was monitored continuously
four small PIN diodes mounted around the target position
normalize data obtained at different magnetic rigidity s
tings. A small irreproducibility in the absolute beam curre
was found in the off-line analysis. Therefore, the beam
tensity was carefully measured in subsequent short r
along with the yields of a few products. The cross sectio
for these products were calculated and used to renorma
the relative cross sections determined in the long experim

In order to map out the~parallel! momentum distributions
of the fragmentation products and provide the product
yields ~see Ref.@9# for details!, the magnetic rigidity of the
separator was varied stepwise over the rangeBr52.96–
4.31 Tm. The momentum distributions of the lighter oxyg
isotopes were monitored online so that the optimum sep
tor setting for 26O could be inferred independently of an
model calculations, an improvement over the previous
periment. Once the optimum setting was determined, an
ergy loss degrader (9Be, 47 mg/cm2) was inserted at the
intermediate focal plane of the A1200 to cut down the ran
of atomic numbers of the fragments reaching the final foc
The fact that26O was centered at the intermediate image a
the final focus of the A1200 was also verified on line. Th
was done by measuring the positions of19C and 20C frag-
ments~which span26O inA/Q! at the intermediate focus an
by measuring the energy loss of all the fragments versus t
position at the final focus.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main objective of the experiment was to determ
whether or not26O is particle unbound. To make this dete
mination, the momentum distributions of many neutron-ri
fragments were carefully determined. This information w
then used to determine production cross sections of th
fragments and to find the optimum separator setting
26O. The results of these measurements will be discussed
compared to the predictions of a semiempirical parametr
tion @11#.

A. Momentum distributions and fragmentation cross sections

The momentum distributions of eight different oxyge
isotopes in the range from17O to 24O from the fragmentation
of 40Ar are shown in Fig. 4. Notice that these distributio
span approximately 7 orders of magnitude in relative prod
tion yield. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the momentum distrib
tions of the oxygen fragments are well described by Gau
ian functions. Since the main objective of the prese
experiment was to produce a very exotic nucleus, a relativ
thick target was used to optimize the production rate of t
nucleus. Dufouret al. @10# have shown that the target thick
ness introduces an increase in the width of the momen
distribution due to the difference in energy loss of project
and fragment. In the extreme case in which the fragmen
produced at either the front or the back of the target,
differential energy loss creates an almost rectangular m
mentum distribution, whose width increases in proportion
the target thickness. In principle the two different comp
nents can be separated to give a nuclear reaction momen
width. However, since the unwanted effect from the targ
y
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thickness was so large in the present case, the nuclear
tion widths were not deconvoluted.

Because the production cross sections are expecte
change very little due to the target thickness, the produc
cross sections were obtained and compared to the semie
ical parametrization~EPAX! by Sümmereret al. @11#. The
absolute isotopic cross sections were obtained by integra
the fitted Gaussian distributions over momentum and n
malizing the results by the incoming particle flux and t
acceptance of the A1200. The incoming particle flux w
measured between runs with a Faraday Cup, and the b
current was monitored during the run using four PIN diod
mounted around the target position. The acceptance for
individual isotope was calculated with the codeLISE @12#.

The absolute production cross sections for 72 neutron-
isotopes ranging from38P to 11B were determined and ar
shown in Fig. 5. The overall agreement between the m
sured data and predictions of the semiempirical form
EPAX is good. However, slight deviations between the m
sured and predicted cross sections are present. In Fig. 6
cross sections for the oxygen isotopes are shown in m
detail. Again, the overall agreement between the experim
tal data and the prediction is good, although the measu
cross sections indicate a slightly different functional form
the isotopic yield than that used by EPAX. A similar tre
can be seen in Fig. 5 for all isotopes withZ, 12. These, and
other new data for light residues from fragmentation re
tions could be used to refit the parameters of the EPAX
mula to provide even better predictions of the cross secti

The extrapolation of the expected counting rate for26O
from the cross sections of the lighter oxygen isotopes is
dicated in Fig. 6. The EPAX prediction is shown by the so
line. However, due to the systematic difference mentio

FIG. 4. ~a! Measured relative production yield as a function
the magnetic rigidity, which is linearly related to the fragment m
mentum, for eight different oxygen isotopes ranging from17O to
24O. The solid lines are Gaussian fits to the data.~b! An expanded
version showing only the measured values for23,24O. The dashed
line indicates the expected momentum distribution for25O, which is
unbound against one neutron decay. The dash-dotted line show
expected momentum distribution for26O, and the hatched are
shows the acceptance of the A1200 at one specific setting~see text
for details!.
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above, a simple exponential fit to the most neutron-rich ox
gen fragments was also used. Even though the curves h
clearly different shapes, they predict very similar cross se
tions for 26O, namely 2.43 nb~EPAX! and 1.07 nb~expo-
nential fit!.

B. The search for 26O

The tuned setting of the A1200 during the search f
26O is indicated in Fig. 4 by the hatched area that corr
sponds to the momentum acceptance of the A1200 during
long run. After 36 h of data collection at this one settin
2132 events were identified as24O, approximately an order
of magnitude more than the previous experiment@2#, without
a single event that could be attributed to26O. Using this
yield of 24O and the two cross section extrapolations~see
previous section! of the yields of the lighter oxygen isotopes
we predict that approximately 400 or 800 events of26O
should have been observed. The present data correspon
an upper limit on the production cross section for26O of 7 pb
at a 90% confidence level. The expected momentum dis
bution for 26O from the EPAX extrapolation is indicated by
the dash dotted line in Fig. 4~b!.

As a large effort was put into assuring that the particles
interest were centered at both the intermediate and final

FIG. 5. Measured reaction cross sections for neutron-rich i
topes~solid points!, ranging from38P to 11B. The full line indicates
the predictions of the semiempirical formula EPAX@11#.
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cus of the A1200, this result indicates that the lifetime
26O must indeed be appreciably shorter than the central fli
time through the separator~approximately 188 ns!. We inter-
pret this to mean that26O is not particle stable and tha
24O is, in fact, the heaviest bound oxygen isotope.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The present study has confirmed the previous finding t
26O is particle unstable, with an increase in the confiden
level of more than 1 order of magnitude, thus making24O
the heaviest bound oxygen isotope.

The study also showed that the measured cross section
72 neutron-rich fragments are in good agreement with
predictions of the semiempirical parametrization EPA
Slight deviations occur, however, for fragments that expe
enced the largest mass losses. The data seem to indic
different functional form for the isotopic distributions tha
used by EPAX for these fragments.
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FIG. 6. Measured reaction cross sections for several oxy
isotopes~solid points!, ranging from18O to 24O. The full line indi-
cates the predictions of the semiempirical formula EPAX@11#, and
the dashed line is an exponential fit to the experimental data.
extrapolated production cross sections for26O agree within a factor
of 2.
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